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Speaker Biographies

**Stan Davis** is a United Educators Select Counsel and a partner in the Kansas City office of Shook, Hardy & Bacon, which represents more than 30 educational institutions in Kansas and Missouri. Stan began his career as an attorney with a New York firm and then served as an Assistant United States Attorney in the Southern District of New York. From 1984 until he returned to private practice in 1993, Stan was a Professor of Law at the University of Kansas. Aside from his academic teaching, Stan has taught more than 100 practical skills courses. He received both his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of North Carolina.

**Jennifer Kirkland** is Associate General Counsel for Compliance Support at Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Va. She has practiced exclusively in the areas of education law and employment law for sixteen years. Jennifer has taught courses in education law for the graduate education programs of the University of Virginia and George Mason University. She has been a panelist and presenter for numerous programs for educators put on by the National Association of College and University Attorneys, United Educators, the Virginia and National Associations of College Registrars and Admissions Officers, the Council of School Attorneys of the Virginia School Boards Association, and the Commonwealth Educational Policy Institute. Jennifer received her undergraduate degree in music performance from the Indiana University School of Music and her law degree from the University of Virginia.

**Frank Vinik (Moderator)** is a senior risk analyst at United Educators, where he specializes in faculty and employment matters. Prior to joining United Educators, he practiced education and employment law with a firm North Carolina and served in the administration of the University of California at Berkeley. He received his undergraduate degree from the University of California at Berkeley and his law degree from the University of Virginia.
Roundtable Agenda

Introduction and Goals

Part 1: Discrimination and harassment laws
- Definition of discrimination
- Definition of sexual harassment
- Other types of unlawful harassment
- Supervisor responsibilities in responding to harassment

Part 2: Laws granting special rights to employees
- Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
- Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
- Religious Accommodation

Part 3: Retaliation and employee terminations
- Definition of retaliation
- Dangers of retaliation claims
- Proper handling of terminations

Part 4: Best practices for supervisors
- Using HR
- Documentation
- Accurate performance evaluation
- Progressive discipline
- Avoiding stray comments

Application of best practices to an actual claim
Case Study

Debbie supervises Evan, a 58 year old employee in the alumni office. She is frustrated by his lack of initiative and poor computer skills. Debbie writes in an email to a friend that says Evan is “behind the times and coasting towards retirement.” In Evan’s annual evaluation, Debbie gives him a 3 out of 5, the lowest score of anyone she supervises. After a few more months of poor performance, Debbie comes to HR and says she is fed up with Evan and wants to terminate him as soon as possible.
Legal Literacy for Supervisors

by D. Frank Vinik, Senior Risk Analyst, United Educators

Employees are usually promoted to supervisory positions because they are good at their jobs, but many never receive training on how to be good managers. This lapse can lead to lawsuits, particularly if the missed training involves compliance with a wide variety of employment laws. Supervisors do not have to become employment lawyers, but they should have enough legal literacy so that they can understand and handle basic legal situations and recognize more serious situations that require assistance from human resources (HR) or legal counsel.

The following overview of the employment laws that most frequently generate claims covered by UE can help clarify areas of confusion and also serve as a handy reference guide whenever troublesome situations arise.

Discrimination

Unlawful discrimination involves treating one person differently from another because of a legally protected characteristic. Federal laws prohibit discrimination based on race, sex, age, disability, religion, color, and national origin. Some state and local laws go further by prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity. Examples of unlawful discrimination include:

- Imposing tougher performance standards on an African-American employee because of his race
- Paying an employee less because of her gender
- Promoting stereotypes about an employee because of his national origin
- Refusing to hire a person because she has a disability

Most of the legally protected groups are self-explanatory, but age and disability discrimination merit special mention (disability laws are discussed below). Federal age discrimination laws protect individuals age 40 or older, even though many people would not consider someone who is 41 to be “old.” Many state laws go further. New York laws, for example, provide age discrimination protection to anyone age 18 or older. Thus, supervisors should be sure to check with HR about the laws in their state.

Nondiscrimination laws do not mean that supervisors need to treat every employee equally at all times. For example, a supervisor can give one employee a higher raise than her co-workers because of her exceptional job performance. However, differential treatment because an employee belongs to a protected group is unlawful and can result in expensive litigation.
Harassment

Harassment based on any legally protected characteristic is unlawful and is a type of discrimination. Harassment is a complex topic that should be covered in a workshop or training for all supervisors. The most common form of harassment is sexual harassment. Quid pro quo sexual harassment occurs when a supervisor ties a job benefit to sexual favors. For example, a supervisor could promise an employee a raise if she goes out on a date with him or threaten to demote her if she does not. Hostile environment sexual harassment, which is far more common, occurs when the victim is subjected to sexual behavior or comments; the behavior or comments are unwelcome; and the harassment is severe or pervasive enough so that a reasonable person would find that it created a hostile working environment.

The following are examples of actions or comments that could generate a hostile work environment:

- Racial or ethnic jokes
- Unwanted sexual touching of another person
- Obscene language or gestures
- Derogatory remarks about a person's age
- Making fun of a person's disability
- Demeaning comments about someone's religious beliefs

Supervisors have special responsibilities to prevent and remedy unlawful harassment. If a supervisor witnesses harassment, he or she must take immediate action to ensure that it does not recur and take disciplinary action if necessary. If a supervisor receives a complaint of harassment or hears of potential harassment, he or she must ensure that the situation is investigated and handled properly, even if the victim does not want to move forward with a formal complaint. The supervisor is not necessarily obligated to resolve the problem but must make sure that the problem is brought to the attention of someone qualified to resolve it.

Example: Lisa tells her supervisor, Evan, that a co-worker made numerous offensive racial remarks to her, but she wants Evan to keep the matter confidential. Because Evan is a supervisor who is now aware of potential unlawful harassment, the institution is legally on notice and must take action. Evan should explain to Lisa that he cannot keep her allegations confidential, but an inquiry will be as discrete as possible and conducted on a need-to-know basis. Evan may conduct the investigation if he is qualified to do so. If not, he must ensure that the allegations move forward to someone who is qualified to conduct investigations. If Evan asks Lisa to go to HR, he must follow up with HR to ensure it receives Lisa's allegations.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Most nondiscrimination laws simply prohibit different treatment of employees because of protected characteristics. The ADA, however, goes further by requiring that employers provide “reasonable accommodations” to disabled employees who are “otherwise qualified.” Compliance with the ADA can be confusing because Congress did not clearly define what it means to be “disabled,” who is “otherwise qualified,” and what constitutes a “reasonable accommodation.”

As a general rule, supervisors should not offer accommodations unless an employee requests them. Except in rare cases involving mental disabilities, it is the employee's responsibility to state that
he or she is disabled and to request accommodation. Any supervisor who receives a request for accommodation would be wise to obtain HR's assistance because accommodations are determined on a case-by-case basis. The institution must engage in a dialogue with the employee about what accommodations are necessary and what the institution can provide. In most situations, employers and employees are able to find mutually agreeable solutions. If a case goes to litigation, it is important for the employer to show a track record of good faith efforts to accommodate the employee.

Supervisors should never state or write that an employee is disabled unless the institution has already made a formal determination that the person is disabled. Under the law, employees who are later determined not to be disabled are entitled to all the protections of the ADA if they can prove that a supervisor regarded them as disabled.

**Example:** Steve is a diabetic who suffers no symptoms as long as he takes his medication and watches his diet. Under the ADA, he is not considered disabled because he is not substantially limited in any major life activities. However, if Steve's supervisor treats him as if he is disabled, then the law gives him all the rights the ADA provides to disabled employees.

**Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)**

The FMLA allows up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave in a 12-month period for one or more of the following reasons:

- The birth and care of the employee's newborn child
- The placement of an adopted son or daughter or a foster child with the employee
- The care of an immediate family member (spouse, child, or parent) with a serious health condition
- An employee's own serious health condition that makes him or her unable to work

An employee becomes eligible for FMLA leave after working for the employer for 12 months and at least 1,250 hours during the 12 months preceding a leave request. Unlike the ADA, which defines the term *disability* quite narrowly, the FMLA defines the term *serious health condition* very broadly to include any health condition for which an employee is a hospital inpatient or is obtaining continuing treatment from a health provider. The term *health provider* includes doctors, dentists, optometrists, psychologists, nurse practitioners, chiropractors, and even licensed social workers. As a result, many routine health problems qualify as *serious health conditions* under the FMLA.

Employees do not need to use all their FMLA leave at one time. Instead, the FMLA allows employees to use leave in increments of as little as one hour. Intermittent leave can sometimes be abused, and supervisors should immediately seek HR's help if they suspect misuse.

**Example:** Maria suffers from severe migraine headaches that render her unable to work. When Maria experiences a migraine, she uses intermittent leave under the FMLA, usually for a day or two until the migraine subsides. However, her supervisor notices that most of Maria's migraines occur on Fridays and Mondays. Her supervisor should immediately notify HR, which can check with Maria's health-care provider as to whether her pattern of absences is consistent with her condition.
Although FMLA leave is technically unpaid, employers can require employees to use accumulated vacation time and sick leave during their FMLA leave. It is the employer’s obligation to notify employees of their FMLA rights and start the 12-week FMLA clock when an employee becomes eligible for FMLA leave. Consequently, supervisors should notify HR whenever they think one of their employees may be eligible for FMLA leave.

**Religious Accommodation**

Federal law requires employers to accommodate employees whose sincerely held religious beliefs conflict with their work responsibilities unless the accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the employer. Courts seldom question whether a person’s religious beliefs are sincerely held, even if the employee belongs to an unconventional religious group or has beliefs that are not part of any organized religion.

The most common religious accommodation issue involves workers whose religion prohibits them from working on their Sabbath or other holy days. In such situations, the employer must help the employee find a co-worker who will swap shifts, find a lateral transfer to a position with a different schedule, or examine the possibility of a flexible work schedule. If those efforts are unsuccessful, the employer usually is not obliged to pay premium wages for someone to fill in, since that would constitute an undue hardship. The second most common issue is employees whose religious dress or personal appearance conflicts with the employer’s dress code. These are difficult situations that are usually examined on a case-by-case basis, and supervisors should seek help from HR or legal counsel in resolving the situation.

**Retaliation**

Many federal and state laws prohibit retaliation against employees who engage in legally protected activities. Some common examples of such activities include:

- Complaining of discrimination or harassment
- Serving as a witness on behalf of someone alleging harassment
- Taking leave under the FMLA
- Reporting financial fraud, research misconduct, or other legal violations

To prove unlawful retaliation, a complainant must demonstrate (1) that he or she engaged in a legally protected activity; (2) that he or she suffered an adverse action such as a pay decrease or demotion; and (3) that the legally protected activity caused the adverse action. Courts often look at how soon the adverse action occurred after the protected activity to determine whether there is a causal connection. Also a complainant may prevail on a retaliation claim even if the facts subsequently reveal that the employer engaged in no wrongdoing prior to the retaliation.

**Example:** Carl filed a charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) alleging race discrimination by his supervisor. Three weeks later, Carl was demoted. The EEOC investigated Carl’s charge and found no race discrimination. Nevertheless, Carl’s employer may still be held liable if Carl’s demotion occurred in retaliation for his filing a race discrimination charge.

Retaliation claims are usually preventable but are troublesome because retaliation is often a natural human reaction. For instance, the supervisor in the example above would probably be offended by being called a racist and may not act rationally in future dealings with Carl.
Hiring

Hiring begins the employment relationship and is fraught with legal landmines. In making hiring decisions, supervisors must focus on the applicant’s qualifications and usually may not consider legally protected characteristics such as race, age, sex, or national origin. For example, a supervisor may be looking for “new blood” to re-invigorate a program. Yet, the supervisor cannot rule out a 60-year-old applicant because of her age but must instead look at whether the applicant possesses the vigor and initiative needed for the position. Affirmative action in hiring presents special challenges. Many institutions want to diversify their faculty and staff. As a general rule, it is legal to broaden the pool of applicants by encouraging applications from members of underrepresented groups. However, the actual hiring decision should be made solely on the qualifications of the applicants unless the hiring is closely supervised by legal counsel.

Federal laws strictly limit what prospective employers may ask in interviews. The appendix contains a chart that summarizes which areas of inquiry are permissible and which ones interviewers should avoid.

Termination of Employees

Most employment lawsuits arise out of terminations. Many supervisors harbor the misconception that they are protected by the doctrine of employment at will, which provides that either the employer or employee can terminate the employment relationship at any time for any reason. Although all states except Montana follow the employment-at-will doctrine, it has eroded significantly because of numerous exceptions.

- **Employment discrimination laws**: Federal and state laws prohibit terminations motivated by an employee’s membership in a legally protected group. For example, it is unlawful to terminate an employee because of his or her religion.

- **State public policy**: Courts in more than 40 states have created exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine on public policy grounds. For example, many state courts have ruled that terminating an employee for refusing to break the law, serving on a jury, or filing a workers’ compensation claim would run counter to the public policy interests of the state.

- **Implied contract doctrine**: Courts in more than 35 states have held that an implied contract is formed between the employer and employee when an employee handbook says that employees will only be disciplined or terminated for “just cause” or when an employer makes oral representations that employment will continue as long as work performance is adequate. If a court finds that an implied contract exists, the employer faces a higher burden in demonstrating misconduct or poor performance before an employee can be terminated.

- **Covenant of good faith and fair dealing**: Eleven states have recognized this contractual doctrine that usually requires that employees can only be terminated for just cause.

- **Unionized employees**: Unionized employees usually are not subject to the employment-at-will doctrine since their collective bargaining agreement defines when employees can be disciplined or terminated.

- **Governmental employees**: At public institutions, employees are protected by state civil service laws that override the employment-at-will doctrine.
Given all the exceptions to the employment-at-will doctrine, it is wise for supervisors to know the laws that apply in their state and involve HR before terminating an employee. Many supervisors may also find the pre-termination checklist contained in the resources section of this publication helpful in making termination decisions.

**Essential Supervisory Practices**

The following supervisory practices are key components of good management. They can also help prevent litigation and improve an employer’s defenses if litigation is unavoidable.

1. **Use HR as a resource.**
   Supervisors should follow a simple rule of thumb: When in doubt, contact HR. Many supervisors go it alone despite the fact that they must comply with many federal and state employment laws. These supervisors fail to recognize that HR can serve as a valuable resource. It can provide advice, serve as a sounding board, and seek the assistance of legal counsel if necessary.

2. **Document employee performance problems.**
   Proper documentation of employee performance problems is the best defense in employment lawsuits. Many employment lawyers say that, for legal purposes, an event never happened if it was not documented. Legal proceedings often occur years after the event. By that time, memories are hazy, witnesses are hard to find, and the case becomes a credibility contest between the supervisor’s testimony and that of the complainant. Juries tend to believe documentation that was written at the time a problem occurred or shortly afterward. The documentation does not need to be fancy or formal—it can even be handwritten—but it should be dated, factual, and specific.

   **Example:**
   
   *Memo to David Worrell 10/25/05*
   
   David, this memo summarizes our conversation today. You have been more than 15 minutes late to work 5 times in the past month. I verbally warned you after the third and fourth times that your tardiness is not acceptable. Today, I warned you that if this problem continues, I will need to consider serious disciplinary action. I am placing a copy of this memo in your personnel file.

   Martha

   This simple memo accomplishes many purposes. It gives a date of the conversation, states how many times David has been late in a specific time period, states that he has been more than 15 minutes late each of those times, documents that Martha has warned him twice verbally and once in writing, and establishes that David is on notice that he may face disciplinary action if his punctuality does not improve.

3. **Conduct accurate performance evaluations.**
   A key component of good documentation is accurate performance evaluations. Above all else, supervisors should conduct regular performance evaluations of their employees. Some managers gloss over employee deficiencies or engage in grade inflation. For example, imagine a supervisor who considers an employee a weak performer and gives him a 3 out 5 on his annual performance evaluation, the lowest of anyone in the department. However, the definition for a “3” is “meets
expectations.” If the supervisor later tries to terminate the employee for poor performance, the employee will argue that he could not possibly be incompetent if he met the supervisor’s performance expectations.

In performance evaluations, supervisors need to be candid about deficiencies, provide specific examples of problems, and offer constructive criticism and suggestions for improvement. By giving employees formal notice of performance problems and helping them remedy the problems, supervisors show that they are being fair and also give employees the opportunity to improve performance so that termination may become unnecessary.

4. **Use progressive discipline.**

It is wise for most employers to adopt a written progressive discipline policy. Progressive discipline allows a supervisor to put an employee on notice that a problem exists and give the employee a chance to improve. For example, before terminating an underperforming employee, a supervisor could first try a written warning and then try a performance improvement plan with specific benchmarks. Juries tend to regard well-documented progressive discipline as a fair and humane way to treat employees. It is important to clearly describe the performance problem, the disciplinary action taken, and potential future consequences. In addition, supervisors should consult with HR so that progressive discipline is applied consistently across the organization.

5. **Watch what you say.**

In litigation, careless and insensitive comments by managers and supervisors are some of the most damaging evidence of bias or discrimination. Consider the following comments made by supervisors in actual cases:

- A supervisor wrote in an evaluation that an employee’s skills were suited to the “pre-electronic era.”
- A white supervisor who saw a Samoan employee talking to a Filipino employee said, “What do you think this is, a Polynesian convention?”
- A supervisor complained to a colleague, “I’m still struggling with Hanukkah, and now we have Kwanzaa.”
- A supervisor told a colleague that he kept a woman on his staff “strictly because of her looks.”

Emails often create powerful evidence because they preserve the supervisor’s actual words with a date and time stamp. Many supervisors fail to recognize that deleting emails does not destroy them since they are stored in multiple places on the computer system and can almost always be retrieved. Thus, a wise rule of thumb for supervisors is to never write an email that they would not want to be printed on the front page of their local newspaper.

**Conclusion**

A basic understanding of the key employment laws can help supervisors handle many situations on their own and recognize when to get help as situations become more complex. This is an area where a little bit of knowledge can go a long way. By becoming legally literate, supervisors can prevent costly and time-consuming litigation that adds stress to their jobs and distracts them from their everyday work.
Resources
To access the UE resources cited in this document, you will need a password for the Risk Management Library of the UE website. To obtain a password, simply go to the website at www.ue.org and take a minute to register. Passwords are usually activated by the next business day.
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## Appendix—Basic Interview Guidelines Under Federal Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>UNACCEPTABLE QUESTIONS</th>
<th>PERMISSIBLE QUESTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>For or about birth certificate, date of high school or college graduation, age.</td>
<td>Whether candidate meets minimum or maximum age requirement that is a bona fide occupational qualification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol or Drug Use</td>
<td>Whether candidate is an alcoholic or has been addicted to drugs in the past.</td>
<td>Whether candidate currently uses illegal drugs or has used illegal drugs in the past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrest Record</td>
<td>About arrests.</td>
<td>None (may have a disparate impact on certain minority groups).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>Whether candidate is a U.S. citizen.</td>
<td>Whether candidate is legally eligible to work in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conviction Record</td>
<td>About convictions that are not relevant to the job being applied for.</td>
<td>Whether candidate had convictions that reasonably relate to performing the job in question. Consider the nature and number of convictions, facts surrounding each offense, and length of time since the last conviction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabilities</td>
<td>If designed to elicit information about a disability.</td>
<td>How candidate would perform the job and whether the candidate could perform the job with or without accommodation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height or Weight Requirements</td>
<td>Concerning height or weight when not related to the job.</td>
<td>Whether candidate meets height or weight requirements necessary for the job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital and Family Status</td>
<td>About marital status, child care, number of children, or pregnancy.</td>
<td>Whether candidate can meet work schedule. Ask all questions to candidates of both sexes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>About national origin, ancestry, or prior marital status.</td>
<td>Whether candidate has ever worked under a different name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Origin</td>
<td>Regarding lineage, ancestry, descent, native language, birthplace, and national origin of spouse or parents.</td>
<td>Whether candidate is legally eligible to work in the United States and can communicate well enough to perform the job's essential functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race or Color</td>
<td>About complexion or color of skin.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Concerning religious preference or affiliation, except at religiously affiliated institutions when hiring faculty or ministerial positions that further the institution's religious mission.</td>
<td>Whether candidate can meet the work schedule with reasonable accommodation, if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>About the candidate's sex, where sex is not a bona fide occupational qualification.</td>
<td>Where candidate's sex is a bona fide occupational qualification, such as actor or locker room attendant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United Educators Insurance, a Reciprocal Risk Retention Group, is a licensed insurance company owned and governed by more than 1,150 member colleges, universities, independent schools, public school districts, public school insurance pools, and related organizations throughout the United States. Our members range from small, private schools to multi-campus public universities. UE was created to be “Education’s Own Insurance Company” in 1987 on the recommendation of a national task force organized by the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO). Our mandate is to provide a long-term, stable alternative to the cyclical unavailability and erratic pricing of commercial liability insurance. We understand the special nature of education and are committed to reducing the overall cost of risk for our policyholders. UE members benefit from tailored coverages as well as value-added, education-specific services in claims and risk management. United Educators is Rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best.

For more information, visit our website www.ue.org or call us at (301) 907-4908.
Recommended Employment Law Training Videos for Managers and Supervisors

Managers and supervisors serve as your first line of defense in avoiding employment lawsuits. Complying with legal requirements in the workplace can, however, be a complex and challenging task.

Workshops centered around training videos or DVDs remain one of the most popular and cost-efficient ways to educate managers about employment laws and help them avoid litigation. Unfortunately, most training videos are poorly produced, out of date, or both. In addition, few films designed for business settings work well in educational institutions. To save you the time of sifting through the lemons, we regularly review training videos and recommend the best to United Educators members.

All of these videos are available for free previews from the Richardson Company Training Media, which also provides discounts on the purchase price to educational institutions. You can reach the Richardson Company at 1-800-488-0319 or visit its website at www.rctm.com.

A Perennial Favorite—“Avoiding Litigation Landmines: An Employment Law Survival Guide for Managers”

Summary: One of the most popular videos among UE members for training managers.

Dozens of UE members, including Cornell University, Teachers College, and Phillips Academy, have found this video effective in their internal training. The 30-minute film helps supervisors and managers understand how to handle difficult employment situations. It presents the dramatic story of a manager in a white-collar office and an employee whom she supervises. Problems arise between them, and viewers see the later consequences—in court—of steps the manager took. The video presents nine key “landmines” for employment lawsuits. The landmines are:

- Failure to document
- Failure to keep evidence
- Grade inflation in evaluations
- Failure to consult human resources
- Inappropriate electronic messages
- Inconsistent treatment
- Inappropriate talk about former employees
- Uncontrolled references
- Failure to train
As the story unfolds, employment lawyers offer practical insights on each of the landmines. United Educators has created a 90-minute interactive workshop featuring the video. The workshop engages participants in discussing problems they may encounter with difficult employees. Solutions drawn from good managerial practices are offered. We have tailored the program specifically for institutions to present to managers and supervisors. To obtain materials for the workshop, visit the “Employee Training” section of the Risk Management Library on our website at www.ue.org.

- Preview cost from Richardson Company: FREE
- Purchase cost from Richardson Company including education discount:
  - Video $556
  - DVD: $596

“It’s the Law: The Legal Side of Management”

Summary: Top-notch acting and detailed information provide an engaging and informative overview of the latest employment laws.

Are you tired of training films where the scenes are so badly acted that your audience spends more time laughing at the video than absorbing its message? “It’s the Law: The Legal Side of Management” is a refreshing change. First rate actors, a spiffy setting in a law office, and a tight script combine to create a superior production.

In the film, employment lawyers illustrate legal aspects of management by discussing their cases and common mistakes their clients make.

To keep viewers interested, the actors are constantly moving throughout the office, filing papers, pulling legal treatises, and making coffee while dispensing rapid-fire legal advice. The action is fast moving, allowing the video to pack a lot of information into just 22 minutes. Occasional snippets from managers and employees explaining everyday problems vary the content.

The video provides an overview of the Americans with Disabilities Act, Family and Medical Leave Act, laws governing discrimination and harassment, good hiring practices, and progressive discipline. It contains so much information that you will need to structure a workshop around the video. Fortunately, the accompanying leader’s guide and training materials are excellent. They allow you to develop 1-hour, 2.5-hour, or 4-hour sessions.

In addition, the materials include handouts, overheads, and a pre-training quiz.

Overall, this is one of the highest quality training videos available at a reasonable price. It provides basic information on a wide variety of topics to keep your managers up-to-date on the latest employment laws.

- Preview cost from Richardson Company: FREE
- Purchase cost from Richardson Company including education discount: $895 for DVD
“Legal Briefs Employment Law Series”

*Summary: Detailed information on specific issues designed to build on “It’s The Law: The Legal Side of Management”*

Produced by the same company that created “It’s The Law: The Legal Side of Management,” The Legal Briefs Employment Law Series offers additional films to give managers a more detailed understanding of each of the following six issues:

- Discipline and termination
- Harassment and discrimination
- The Family and Medical Leave Act
- Workplace violence
- Recruiting and hiring
- The Americans with Disabilities Act

Each 15-minute video forms the centerpiece of a 1-hour workshop that is ideal for a “lunch-and-learn” training program. The videos provide straightforward advice and information about complex legal topics. Because they are not as entertaining as the basic overview, they are best suited for more motivated learners. The accompanying written materials are very detailed and will serve as a resource long after the workshop. For example, the Americans with Disabilities Act video includes a 50-page facilitator’s guide that not only explains how to run the program but also includes answers to frequently asked questions. In addition, that video comes with a 20-page handout that participants can use as a desk reference guide. Although 1-hour programs cannot turn your managers into employment lawyers, they can give managers a thorough foundation that will help them resolve many common legal problems and recognize when to contact human resources or an attorney for help.

- Purchase cost from Richardson Company including education discount: $625 per DVD
- Additional discounts are available if purchasing more than one in the series.

“Legal Peril: Eight Management Pitfalls to Avoid”

*Summary: A basic but solid video to help managers avoid common mistakes that lead to litigation.*

According to the film’s producers, one in five managers will, at some point, become involved in employment litigation or named in an administrative charge. The film focuses on eight common pitfalls:

- Discrimination in interviewing and hiring
- Unfair and inconsistent treatment
- Failure to eliminate harassment
- Poor documentation
- Inflated performance evaluations
- Confidentiality breaches
- Improper administration of the Family and Medical Leave Act
- Unlawful termination of employees

Actor Harry Hamlin, who starred on television’s “LA Law,” narrates the film. To illustrate each of the eight pitfalls, the video shows a brief vignette of a manager handling a situation incorrectly. The scene then shifts to the witness stand, where the manager is trying to explain his or her actions. After that, Hamlin steps in to give pointers and explain how the manager should have handled the situation differently.

The second half of the video shows the eight vignettes again, this time with the manager correctly handling the situation. An employment lawyer reinforces what the manager did properly and provides general advice for managers to remember. Because the information in this video is fairly basic, it may be best suited for new managers and supervisors.

- Purchase cost from Richardson Company including education discount: $596 for DVD